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Dear IPCN, 
I absolutely Object to Bowmans Creek Wind for the following reasons:  

Court orders wind farm to be torn down after golden eagle death.
Wind farm that was subject of lengthy legal battle would reportedly be first in France to be
demolished on court order
18 December 2023 
By Cosmo Sanderson  
A French wind farm that was found to have killed over 1,000 birds, including a golden eagle, will
be torn down on court order.

The Nîmes Court of Appeal ruled that the wind farm – based in the town of Lunas in the south of
France – must be demolished and the land returned to its original state.
The court found that the turbines had been built on a site they should not have been following a
defective impact assessment.
https://www.rechargenews.com/wind/court-orders-wind-farm-to-be-torn-down-after-golden-eagle-
death/2-1-1572327

Households across NSW told to reduce electricity usage tonight as temperatures soar - ABC
News
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-12-14/nsw-heatwave-electricity-usage-power-supply/103228552
Temperatures are expected to peak at 40 degrees Celsius in parts of Sydney today, which the
Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) said would cause a spike in electricity demand
between 5pm and 9pm this evening.
NSW Energy Minister Penny Sharpe said the government had enacted a Government Energy
Action Response Protocol, which involved agencies and major utilities minimising energy use.
The minister also called for households to defer non-essential electricity consumption.
"Every small bit of action that we take will make it much easier to make sure that the grid stays on
and there's not a problem," Ms Sharpe said.
"The factors today are that it's going to be 40 degrees, we expect high demand, and AEMO's
indicated that the reserves will be under pressure, and we're doing everything that we can to
manage that," Ms Sharpe said.

https://www.skynews.com.au/opinion/recipe-for-disaster-nuclear-expert-slams-albanese-
governments-energy-plan/video/da41059fc58c8af88f34c0f3d4ad9a8f
Nuclear expert Dr Adi Paterson has slammed the Albanese government’s refusal to consider nuclear
energy as an option for Australia’s power grid.
“The eastern grid in Australia is already the most complex machine in the Southern Hemisphere,”
Dr Paterson told Sky News host Caleb Bond.
“it’s got about 10,000 kilometres of grid.
We’re going to double its size but reduce the number of electrons at each pole and wire carries.
This is a recipe for disaster!“

AEMO CEO Mus Be Sacked For
Failing To Ensure Afordable,
Secure And Reliable Energy
Supply 



https://ipa.org.au/publications-ipa/media-releases/aemo-ceo-must-be-sacked-for-failing-to-ensure-
affordable-secure-and-reliable-energy-supply - Daniel Wild15th Dec 2023
Australians need affordable and reliable energy, not a regulator
advocating for ideologically based outcomes that will undermine
our energy security.”

“The current situation Australia finds itself in with record and
rising energy bills, forecast blackouts, and an increasingly
unreliable energy grid, are all core features of the policy of net zero
emissions. It is all pain for no environmental gain,” said Mr Wild.

Three things are clear about Chris Bowen’s
renewable energy policy: many landscapes will never
be the same; electricity will become more expensive
and less reliable; and none of this will alter the
climate.
https://stopthesethings.com/2023/12/14/theyre-not-in-kansas-anymore-mid-west-bans-industrial-
wind-solar-projects/

Tony Abbott when interviewed uses the turn of phrase –“ renewables are socialism
masquerading as environmentalism”

“…narrative being peddled by academics at elite universities and climate activists who are hawking
100% renewable energy schemes. Nor does it fit the agenda of the big banks, big corporations, and
big law firms that stand to make staggering sums of money from federal tax credits if more wind
and solar projects get built.”

'....the universal hostility the pointless power. The weather and/or sunshine-dependent stuff – that
can’t deliver power on demand – but that guarantees economic misery, environmental
destruction and community disruption.

farmland is meant for productive farming enterprises, not part-time power generators.'

**SARET Research - Fire and Rescue NSW have NO IDEA How to Deal With RISKY
RenewaBULL Experiments - YET This TOXIC MORAL HAZARD is Deliberately Forced on us
by the Dodgy, Deceitful DPE & Complicit IPCN!
https://www.fire.nsw.gov.au/page.php?id=9402
“There is a general lack of guidance and provisions in building codes, standards, and legislation in
relation to safety to address the potential risks from these emerging technologies. Part of the
problem is that we do not yet know enough about their probability of failure, their mechanisms of
failure and potential consequences of failure.”

**The $10 billion cabal of renewable subsidies killing coal - Alan Moran - 24th July 2023
https://www.regulationeconomics.com/_files/ugd/b6987c_a76d14823d6342a298b70841f99b7f71.pdf

**Australian Democracy is rapidly diminishing with vested interests ensuring that the “Core
of the Totalitarian State is the Lie!”



The Government needs to stop its exaggerated hysteria & Stop Equating Climate Change
with Climate Danger as 
the  ‘Carbon Cult’ Obsession is Resulting in a Dire, Contaminating, RenewaBULL Transition
to Extinction that has Life Threatening Consequences & is NOT FOR THE GREATER
GOOD!

“CLEAN COBALT IS A FICTION – THERE IS NO CLEAN COBALT - IT'S ALL
MARKETING!”
https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/mining/harvard-professor-explains-heartwrenching-
source-of-electric-vehicle-iphone-batteries/news-story/db881f47c76db89581409c092a740c4c
Joe Rogan exposes sad truth about cobalt used in electric vehicle, iPhone batteries |news.com.au —
Australia’s leading news site.
Cobalt is in all iPhones, tablets & crucially EV's - it maximises charge & stability. 
Before anyone knew what was happening the Chinese Government & Chinese companies took
control of almost all of the big mines in the Congo, with the local population displaced & the
Congolese people under duress - digging in subhuman, gut wrenching conditions - using all raw
human force - clanking the cobalt out of the ground!
Throughout the whole history of slavery, never has there been more suffering that generated more
profit than was linked to more lives of people around the world than what is happening today in the
Congo - mining cobalt in appalling, heart wrenching & dangerous conditions.‘
……..
**WIND TURBINES ARE A FAKE GREEN SCOURGE - SHEDDING TONNES OF
MICROPLASTICS FROM WIND TURBINE BLADES (KNOWN AS ‘LEADING EDGE
EROSION’) - AFTER ONLY A FEW YEARS OF OPERATION. 

Mark Twichell spells out the poisonous truth - why Wind Turbines are a dangerous idea.
The Buffalo News October 2022.

"Wind Turbine Blades leave a toxic waste legacy for centuries to come, but there is an even more
immediate threat - their blades naturally erode during operation - spreading tonnes of microplastics
far & wide.
The epoxy compounds they shed contain toxins that are finding their way into our oceans &
drinking water.

The particles eroded from Wind Turbine blades includes epoxy resin which is 40% Bisphenol
(BPA) - a frequently banned endocrine disrupter & neurotoxin” - equally as toxic as blue asbestos
& lethal to young children.

“Academic research has shown the potential for 137 pounds of epoxy micro particles to be shed per
turbine per year.
The resulting annual BPA release can potentially contaminate 17 million gallons of drinking water
per turbine while threatening aquatic & terrestrial life.

Minimising the shedding depends on specialised blade coatings that contain toxic ingredients from
the PFAS family of 'forever' chemicals which are biologically cumulative & non-degradable.
These coatings likely need replacement after a few years.
PFAS is a common ingredient in lubricants & hydraulic fluids which routinely leak from Wind
Turbines."

**18th August 2022 - Dr Eric Blondeel says:- 
“That the plastics in the blades are toxic - is without doubt!”

As far back as 2012 the World Health Organisation warned about potential carcinogenic properties
of endocrine disrupters & concluded that these substances pose a global threat to public health.
Unborn & young children are especially vulnerable because their hormone system is still
developing.



**https://stopthesethings.com/category/bisphenol-a-wind-turbine-blades/

**https://bergensia.com/bisphenol-a-in-wind-turbines-damages-human-fertility/
(https://bergensia.com/bisphenol-a-in-wind-turbines-damages-human-fertility/)
Bisphenol A is a toxic chemical used in the epoxy resins that are used to make turbine blades. 
High speed spinning blades 300 KM/H collide with dust particles rain and hail and chip off small
particles of the resin coating subjecting our land & waterways including catchment areas of
drinking water reservoirs with these toxic - poisonous substances shedding from hundreds of Wind
Turbines.

MY FAMILY & I DO NOT CONSENT TO THIS CONTAMINATING,  ECOCIDAL, ENERGY
POVERTY SWINDLE that’s part of the FAKE GREEN SOLAR/WIND GRIFT & PONZI
SCHEME/SCAM THAT’S CRUELLY TORTURING EVERYDAY AUSTRALIANS WITH
GOVERNMENT INFLICTED COST OF LIVING CRISIS!

WE NEED TO TAKE A CHAINSAW TO THE EVIL BUREAUCRACY  RESPONSIBLE FOR
THIS DELUSIONAL, DESTRUCTIVE, ANTI-AUSTRALIAN AGENDA -  OFFERING US THE
WORLD & PAYING US WITH TRASH!!

References:
TWO NEW PRECEDENTS HAVE BEEN SET by Oxley Bridge Rd Uranquinty Solar
Determination 24th Nov 2022 -  NEW MODERN SLAVERY CONDITION & AMENDED
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN (re CONTAMINATION.)

**Professor Ian Plimer's 3 minute presentation regarding Solar Panel Contamination Risks.
PPSSTH-149 - DA22/0122 - 1268 Oxley Bridge Road Uranquinty 2652
https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/planning-panel/electricity-generating-works-solar-farm-8 

**Hail Storm Photos & Industrialised Solar Contamination Risk to Our Reliably Productive Food
Bowl at Bomen, Wagga Wagga Photo are included via this link also - the Hail Stones & some of the
Fractured Solar Panels from the damaging 31st Oct 2020 event that left masses of broken Solar
panels in situ for a shocking 10 - 11 months without Due Care  - with some panels still remaining
fractured & leaching contaminating heavy metals years later!

1. NEW MODERN SLAVERY CONDITION- requiring proof prior to construction that NO Slave
Labour supply chain components be used in construction. 
**New Condition Inserted C4A - Dealing With Modern Slavery.
Commonwealth Modern Slavery Act 2018

*NSW Local Council Act 1993 
428 Annual Report
438 ZE Duty to Ensure Goods & Services Are Not Procured From Modern Slavery.

This applies to all NSW Government Bodies - including Councils - for those who Host, Procure or
have a Power Purchase Agreement with Solar/Wind Energy Generation/BESS whose construction
has used Modern Slavery Supply Chain Sourced Components
eg. City of Sydney, the Opera House, Kiama, Shoalhaven, Shellharbour Councils & Westpac, etc.
have an unethical PPA with Spark Infrastructure’s Xinjiang Jinko Solar based Bomen Solar -
unethically Hosted by Wagga City Council. 
REROC has an unethical PPA with Iberdrola - with Xinjiang JA Solar based Avonlie Solar -
unethically Hosted by Narrandera Shire.
 
2. AMENDED STORM WATER  MANAGEMENT PLAN CONDITION  re-CONTAMINATION
– QUALIFIED TESTING/REPORTING, CONTAMINATION RESPONSE PROCEDURE, etc.

**Amended Condition C8.





MARKETING!”
People need to get educated so they are agitated about it enough to do something to change this.
https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/mining/harvard-professor-explains-heartwrenching-
source-of-electric-vehicle-iphone-batteries/news-story/db881f47c76db89581409c092a740c4c
Joe Rogan exposes sad truth about cobalt used in electric vehicle, iPhone batteries |news.com.au —
Australia’s leading news site.
Cobalt is in all iPhones, tablets & crucially EV's - it maximises charge & stability. 
Before anyone knew what was happening the Chinese Government & Chinese companies took
control of almost all of the big mines in the Congo, with the local population displaced & the
Congolese people under duress - digging in subhuman, gut wrenching conditions - using all raw
human force - clanking the cobalt out of the ground!
Throughout the whole history of slavery, never has there been more suffering that generated more
profit than was linked to more lives of people around the world than what is happening today in the
Congo - mining cobalt in appalling, heart wrenching & dangerous conditions.
…………………
**Sediment Run-Off Contaminating Land/Water - Court Case -
“Created, Operated, and Maintained a Nuisance” 
Solar farm runoff pollutes property, couple awarded $135 million - CFACT
https://www.cfact.org/2023/06/06/solar-farm-runoff-pollutes-property-couple-awarded-135-million/
By Bonner Cohen, Ph. D.  |June 6th, 2023
25th Oct 2023 update …A federal judge has dramatically reduced a jury’s $135 million award to a
Georgia couple (https://www.ajc.com/news/couple-awarded-135m-after-solar-project-turns-their-
lake-to-mud-hole/BZ6BYXQREJCDROQV6ZASUW5WOI/) whose property was fouled by
muddy runoff from a solar project next door down to $5 million, after objections from the plaintiffs
in the case.
In an order issued Monday in the Middle District of Georgia, Judge Clay D. Land wrote that the
punitive damages awarded to the couple were worth many magnitudes more than the property that
was damaged, and therefore were excessive.




